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President’s
REPORT
The LMAC has had
a very busy and
productive year in
2018. As our national
livestock
marketing
organization,
there
have been a number of
very important files that
we have been working
on representing the
interest of livestock
market
operators
and producers across
Canada. Some of the key issues we have been focussed on are
our continued participation on the CIP plan, we have been
paying very close attention to the traceability file working
with the likes of CCA and other provincial organizations to
ensure that we continue to use group animal movement.
We have a new representative at the CCIA, Mr. Ken Perlich and
would like to thank Mr. Rick Wright for his service on that board.
We have a new seat at the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
which is a very important chair as we stay informed on the
current issues in the cattle industry. Rick Wright is currently
our representative at that board table.
Transportation issues were also a very important part of
what we worked on in 2018. Although not all were what we
had hoped for, it was certainly better than what may have
transpired. We continue to work with many organizations
at different levels of government to ensure that our LMAC
voice is heard loud and clear as we are diligently working to
protect and enhance our sector of the cattle industry. The
cattle market last fall saw some ups and downs, but was fairly
steady across the board. The high cost of feed resulted in
strong volumes of cattle traded in the fall.

I would like to thank the Parks family and Whitewood Livestock
Sales for hosting a fantastic 2018 convention. Our auctioneer
Champion was Ab Carroll. It was a very strong contest, and
Ab did a great job. I would like to personally thank all of our
sponsors, contestants, the host committee, our Board of
Directors and the many volunteers who worked tirelessly to
make the event a success.
LMAC is fortunate to have a strong board of directors who
bring a multitude of skill sets and experience to govern
the LMAC. LMAC continues to be the marketing sector’s
recognised national voice.
We look forward to our 2019 convention and Canadian
Livestock Auctioneers Championship to be held at Thorsby
Stockyards in Thorsby, Alberta, It is without a doubt that
Chance, Cory and Jeff will do a fantastic job.
It has been a privilege to serve as your president over the
last two years, and I look forward, along with our Board
of Directors, to a continued strong national voice for our
industry representing Canada’s premier livestock marketing
organization, the Livestock Markets Association of Canada.
I look forward to working with the membership and our
industry partners in the next year.

Sincerely,
Robert L. Bergevin
President
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Executive
Administrator’s REPORT
Once again, this past year has been a
busy year for LMAC. Traceability is still
on the horizon for the cattle industry.
With the impending Federal election,
is looks like the Traceability file will be
pushed back another year. Make no
mistake, traceability is still coming, and
the marketing sector needs to prepare
for the implementation. With that in mind, LMAC has attended
two meetings with AAFC to discuss funding opportunities for
the program. The biggest challenge for the LMAC members
in the next 12 months will be to establish fact-based costs to
present to government.
The new transportation regulations were published in
CG2 in February of 2019. The changes are included in the
Transportation section in this Annual Report. LMAC is working
with the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association and other industry
partners in an effort to have CFIA review some of the changes
that will be detrimental to the Canadian cattle industry.
LMAC’s associate membership in the Canadian Cattlemen’s
Association has been a benefit for LMAC and its members.
Since joining last year, LMAC has attended two CCA meetings
and has also been invited to attend three other meetings with
government on both traceability and transportation. LMAC
has a seat on the CCA Animal Health Committee and has been
invited to sit at the board table during CCA board meetings.
LMAC does not have a vote at the CCA board meeting, but
is asked for their input when topics are being discussed prior
to the vote. The CCA membership is important to the LMAC
membership as CCA has a direct line of communication to the
Minister of Agriculture and department heads in both CFIA
and AAFC. Our membership and representation at meetings
ensures that LMAC has a voice at the table on all matters
that influence the ability of market operators and buyers to
conduct business. The current working relationship between
LMAC and CCA is the strongest in LMAC history.
Ken Perlich is the LMAC representative on the Canadian Cattle
Identification Agency. Ken was elected to the executive of CCIA
this April. He has one year’s experience on the CCIA board, and
his contribution on the Traceability file as it moves forward will
be critical. Ken’s business experience and attention to detail
make him a great representative for LMAC.
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LMAC has focused on an “Awareness Campaign” starting in the
fall of 2018. Over the next year we will launch a new LMAC
Website as well as a social media campaign to increase LMAC’s
visibility to not only the LMAC membership, but also the
general public.
Membership has remained the same as last year. LMAC
continues to encourage the Livestock Marketers of
Saskatchewan to re-join LMAC. In the interim, there are nine
independent members from Saskatchewan that are LMAC
members. Those members have the opportunity to elect a
director-at-large to serve on the LMAC Board.
Industry is working on developing a “Code of Practice” for
livestock transportation. LMAC will have representation in
these discussions and the development. Rob Bergevin will be
the LMAC representative on this project.
LMAC members were invited by the Dairy Industry to
participate as subject matter experts in a study on how the
new transport regulation will affect the “Bob Calf” industry
in Canada. The majority of the male dairy calves are sold at
auction in eastern Canada. In the west, some auctions are used
as assembly yards for direct sales. Craig Jacklin, Rick Wright and
Larry Witzel attended the meeting on behalf of LMAC. Funding
to attend the meeting was provided.
LMAC passed a resolution to re-establish a working
relationship with LMA from the United States. Ties with LMA
had been strained since BSE and LMA’s support of R-Calf. Last
year LMA sent two staff members to the LMAC convention.
This year, President Rob Bergevin and LMAC Administrator Rick
Wright will attend the LMA annual convention. Dean Edge,
Ryan Konynenbelt and Brennin Jack will represent Canada and
LMAC at the World Auctioneering Championships in California.
A complete copy of the January 2019 LMAC Board of Directors
meeting is included in this annual report. More details on
LMAC activities are included in the minutes.

LMAC

Committees and
Representatives
CCIA
Ken Perlich
CIP
Rick Wright, Larry Witzel, Rob Bergevin, Ken Perlich
Movement Reporting
Larry Witzel, Rick Wright
Compliance and Enforcement
Rick Wright, Ken Perlich, Larry Witzel
Hall of Fame
Scott Anderson, Jim Abel, Larry Witzel, Bob Miller
Memorial Honour Roll
Bob Miller, Rick Wright, Jason Danard
Auctioneering Competition
Rick Wright, Rob Bergevin, Craig Jacklin,
Chance Martin
Animal Welfare
Rob Bergevin, Brock Taylor, Jason Danard,
Larry Witzel, Chance Martin
Electronic Sales
Jason Danard
CCA
Rick Wright, Scott Anderson, Kevin McArter
Labour
Rhett Parks, Rob Bergevin, Chance Martin
Finance
Jason Danard, Craig Jacklin, Brock Taylor, Bob Miller
Communications and Promotions
Rob Bergevin, Jason Danard, Rick Wright, Brock Taylor
Convention
Rick Wright, Rob Bergevin, Larry Witzel, Brock Taylor
Membership
Rob Bergevin, Rick Wright, Kevin McArter
National Farm Animal Council
Rob Bergevin, Kevin McArter, Chance Martin,
Rick Wright
University of B.C. Transportation Study
Craig Jacklin, Rick Wright, Larry Witzel
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Livestock
Transportation
REGULATORY CHANGES
Proper cattle care and welfare are paramount in the Canadian
beef industry. LMAC and the cattle industry’s objective is for
animals under transport to arrive successfully at destination
in good health and condition, without injury and with
minimal stress. LMAC is one of many industry partners that are
questioning whether or not recent changes in the transport
regulations will improve animal welfare.
The regulations published in Canada Gazette 2 will come
into force on February 20, 2020. LMAC, along with Canadian
Cattlemen’s Association and many industry partners from
across Canada, submitted detailed written responses to the
comment period. CFIA received more than 50,000 comments
from 11,000 respondents on the proposed changes. Despite a
very strong response from industry, government proceeded
with changes to transporting livestock.
Language in the regulations was changed from “hours of
transport” to “time without access to feed, water and rest”
(FWR). The maximum hours beef cattle can be transported
before mandatory feed, water and rest (FWR) intervals will
be reduced from 48 hours (current regulations) to 36 hours.
The maximum hours ruminants that are too young to be fed
exclusively on hay and grain can travel has been reduced from
18 hours (current regulations) to 12 hours. Unlike the current
regulations, there is no provision for an additional 4-hour grace
period for “ruminants” that will reach their final destination in
Canada where they may be fed, watered and rested. It will be a
hard 36-hour maximum with no additional grace period.
The duration of rest stops has increased from five hours
(current regulations) to eight hours.
When it comes to understanding the effects that
transportation has on cattle, LMAC and CCA, along with
various industry groups, have collaborated with Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada, academia, animal welfare experts,
veterinarians, truckers, and animal care advocacy groups.
Cattle producers have made substantial investments into
research to benchmark how the industry was performing and
to seek ways to minimize the stress on the animal.
In light of these efforts, industry remains puzzled as to why
the government has disregarded its own body of research and
evidence on beef cattle transport in making the revisions. This
includes findings by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada that
99.95% of cattle on long-haul journeys reach their destination
in good condition. Given this very high level of performance
under current regulations, we are very concerned that these
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significant regulatory changes requiring more frequent
unloading and reloading will be much more likely to move this
percentage lower, rather than closer to 100%.
The Canadian Cattlemen’s Association, in discussions with
CFIA, has pointed out that there is no science to support the
new regulations. It is industry’s opinion that CFIA lumped all
of the species together and that the beef industry has a much
better stand-alone record. Barring collisions or unexpected
storms, beef cattle have a 99.5% success rate of covered
livestock being delivered to their final destination in above
acceptable condition.
The changes in maximum transport intervals will impact mainly
weaned/feeder calves from Manitoba being transported to
eastern provinces on trips that may exceed the time limit.
It will also have an impact on livestock movement from the
Maritimes to markets and feeders in Ontario and Quebec. The
new 12 hour rule will have a major impact on the “bob calf” and
veal industry as well. Currently there are no feeding stations for
“bob calves” Canada. The majority of the “bob calves” in western
Canada and the Maritimes are sold direct, picked weekly and
hauled to the feedlots. In Ontario and Quebec, the majority are
sold at the auctions. In both cases, the time the calf is off feed
will normally be over the 12 hours.
In the case of ruminant cattle moving long distances especially
from west to east, the cattle usually stop for FWR at Thunder
Bay, Ontario. There are only two feeding stations between
Winnipeg and southern Ontario/Quebec. In 2018, there were
38 pens in total at the two locations. Cattle from Saskatchewan
and Alberta routinely stop there. A large quantity of the cattle
originating from Manitoba could make destination in under 52
hours. LMAC and industry continue to remind CFIA that during
peak times in the fall and spring cattle runs, these current
facilities are used to the maximum under the old regulations.
The new regulations will create an even bigger bottleneck at
Thunder Bay. The change from five- to eight-hour minimum
FWR automatically reduce the capacity at Thunder Bay by
almost 25%. There is also no consideration for loads of cattle
that have mixed owners and need to be kept separated while
at the feed stations, further reducing the number of pens
available.
The lack of infrastructure for cattle moving from western
Canada past the Ontario border, and livestock moving from the
Maritimes to the major feeding and marketing areas in Ontario,
is a major concern to LMAC and their industry partners.

LMAC representatives at various meetings have reminded
CFIA that the shippers of the cattle have a vested interest
in the health and welfare of the cattle in transit. Payment is
usually not made until arrival, so there is a financial benefit in
the delivery of healthy cattle. The majority of the shippers are
full-time professional livestock marketers who take their “moral
responsibility” of delivering healthy livestock very seriously. If
they don’t, they will not be in business very long.

This should stop truckers from dropping off compromised
animals at auction markets and assembly yards without notice
or permission, but does not give the market the option to deny
the delivery of the compromised animal. The change almost
contradicts the current regulations regarding the acceptance
of compromised animals at auctions and assembly yards. A
number of auction markets and buying stations are used as
feed and water stations during peak seasons.

CFIA stated that they will be providing interpretive guidance
to assist regulated parties in complying with the regulations.
LMAC will investigate if flexibility will be provided to
transporters who encounter circumstances beyond their
control. Examples: unforeseeable weather, traffic accident,
equipment breakdown, etc.

LMAC and industry partners emphasize that any regulatory
change needs to be based on scientific evidence, use
outcome-based guidelines that focus on the animal, and
are reflective of Canada’s unique geography, climate and
transportation infrastructure. Therefore, LMAC and industry
are asking that implementation of the new regulations be
delayed until scientific research can be completed to establish
if the additional stress of the extra loading and unloading and
the amount of time on feed during transit improves animal
welfare.

LMAC strongly recommends that shippers, including auction
markets and assembly yards, review the new regulations,
especially with regards to “transfer of care” sections.
Industry’s comments during the comment period did have
one proposed change withdrawn.
In Canada Gazette Part 1, the transporter could not leave the
animal(s) at the destination unless the recipient is physically
present and accepts responsibility for the animals care and
records the acceptance in writing. After analysis of comments
received, CFIA removed the requirement for a consignee
or a representative to be physically present for the arrival of
the animal, as it does not accurately reflect current industry
practices, and it is not practical for someone to be physically
present at all transfer events.
Another area of concern to the auction markets, assembly
yards and the transporters is what to do with an animal that
has been compromised during transit.
The amendments now prohibit a person from leaving an
animal at a slaughter establishment or assembly center
unless the person transporting the animal provides the
consignee with a written notice that the animal has arrived
and a document that contains information regarding the
condition of the animal, the date and time it last received feed,
safe water and rest, and the date and time of arrival of the
animal at the slaughter establishment or assembly center. The
consignee assumes responsibility for the animal’s care as soon
as the consignee acknowledges the receipt of the notice and
document. The transporter retains responsibility for the care of
the animal until the acknowledgement from the consignee is
received.

LMAC 2018 ANNUAL REPORT
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ELD Livestock
Trucking RegulatoryRECOMENDATIONS
LMAC is discussing the following recommendations on the
ELD proposed regulations.

4. Grants flexibility for drivers to rest at any point during their
trip without counting against hours of service time.

That the ELD Trucking Regulations in Canada provide the
following exemptions for cattle over the age of 90 days, while
being transported.

5. Allows drivers to complete their trip regardless of hours of
service requirements if they come within 150-air miles of
their delivery point.

1. That hours of service and ELD requirements are not
applicable until after a driver travels more than 300-air
miles from their source. Drive time for hours of service
purposes does not start until after 300-air mile threshold.

6. After the driver completes the delivery and the truck is
unloaded, the driver will, take a break for a period that is
five hours less than the maximum on-duty time (10 hours
if
a 15 hour drive time).

2. That the hours of service on-duty time maximum hour
requirement be extended from 11 hours to a minimum of
15 hours and a maximum of 18 hours of on-duty time.

These suggestions line up with proposals being promoted by
the cattle hauling industry in the United States.

3. Loading and unloading times are exempt from the hours
of service calculation of driving time, as are time spent
waiting at facilities such as packing plants and auction
markets.

It pays to be
sustainable
Learn how Canadian cattle producers can
earn financial credits at CBSApilot.ca

A Cargill initiative based on the Certified
Sustainable Beef Framework developed by the
Canadian Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB).
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The Manitoba Livestock Marketing Association is recognized as the voice of the
Livestock Marketing Sector in Manitoba. MLMA represents 36 members of the
livestock-marketing sector from across Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan.
The MLMA membership includes auction markets, order buyers and cattle
feeders. The MLMA is one of the most active marketing associations in
Canada. MLMA is active on the Traceability File, Livestock Transportation,
Good Handling and Animal Welfare and Promoting Manitoba livestock and
the feeding industry. They work with the Manitoba Beef Producers Association
when dealing with regulatory issues, check off and livestock inspection.
MLMA is Proud to support LMAC, Alberta Auction Markets Assoc. and Thorsby
Stockyards Inc. in this National Event. We invite you all to Manitoba for the 2020
convention.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

Annual Meeting

May 12, 2018 | Moosomin, Saskatchewan
LMAC President Rob Bergevin called the meeting to order at
8:45 A.M.
President Bergevin gave greetings from the LMAC Board of
Directors and asked for all members in good standing to rise
so that they could be identified for the purpose of voting
privileges. Forty-one members from B.C. to Quebec were
recognized and a quorum was established. There were also a
large number of guests and observers in attendance.
LMAC Administrator Rick Wright advised that there were
LMAC annual reports on each of the tables for the members
and guests. In the reports there were full details of LMAC
activities from the past year. He advised that the financial
statements were also included, along with a number of
reports from industry partners such as the Canadian Cattle
Identification Agency, the Canada Beef Check Off Agency,
Cattle Implementation Plan and the University of Calgary
study and recommendations.
He asked the members to look through the reports and
advised that there would be time to discuss any questions or
concerns at the end of the meeting.
The membership was informed that the Livestock Marketers of
Saskatchewan had withdrawn their membership from LMAC
and were in arrears on their past membership fees. President
Bergevin explained that LMAC had worked to keep LMS as
provincial members, but were not successful. He advised that
under the constitution, market operators in Saskatchewan
could now join LMAC as independent members of LMAC. He
advised that six markets had indicated that they wished to
become LMAC members, with three more asking for more
information.
The financial statement was reviewed by the membership.
Administrator Rick Wright reminded the members that
the majority of the boards-of-directors do not submit their
expenses to attend LMAC meetings and industry functions.
He explained that if all of the expenses were reimbursed,
LMAC could operate in a deficit position. He went over the
report and answered questions from the floor.
Moved by Bryan Danard, seconded by Brock Taylor:
That the 2017 financial statement presented in the 2017 annual
reported by accepted as circulated.
Carried

Members of the CIP committee gave a brief review of the
University of Calgary study and the recommendations from
the study. LMAC was one of many industry partners that
helped fund the independent study.
The first guest speaker at the business meeting was Corbitt
Wall from Canyon, Texas. Wall, who works as a commercial
cattle manager for DV Auctions in the United States, gave
a very interesting presentation on the US cattle market
and the current political atmosphere in the US cattle
industry. He touched on packer consolidation and market
competitiveness. He reminded the conventioneers about the
importance of the auction markets and the role they play. He
talked about Donald Trump and his impact on agriculture
and trade. Wall does a daily market report and analysis on
the Internet called “Feeder Flash,” and his Canadian following
will increase greatly after his presentation. He talked about
real-time market price reporting direct from the DV member
markets. His presentation style was very popular with the
audience. He shoots from the hip and tells it like it is. His
history as a government market reporter, cattle producer
and auction market supporter gave him instant credibility
with the LMAC members. A devout Trump supporter, Wall’s
presentation was both informative and entertaining.
The second guest speaker of the day was Craig Klemmer
from Farm Credit Canada. FCC is the biggest financer of cattle
and agriculture in Canada. Klemmer spoke on the future of
the Canadian cattle industry. He also touched on how FCC
determines leading levels for feeder cattle and bred stock.
Although he suggested caution for the next couple of years,
his presentation was bullish overall on the cattle industry.
There was discussion about LMAC’s representation and
participation at the Canadian Cattle Identification Agency.
Rick Wright has been the representative for the past 12
years. CCIA bylaws state that there is a 12-year limit and are
requesting a new representative. The LMAC board of directors
recommended to the membership that they did not feel it
was in the best interests of either LMAC or CCIA to have Wright
removed this close to the conclusion of the Traceability file.
Despite support from a number of industry partners, to give an
extension to CCIA members on years of service, a motion was
defeated at the CCIA meeting. Those who spoke against the
motion included B.C. Cattlemen’s, Saskatchewan Cattlemen’s,
Ontario Beef Producers, and Maritime Beef Council. The Board
of Directors is recommending that Ken Perlich be approached
and recruited to be the new CCIA representative for LMAC.
LMAC 2018 ANNUAL REPORT
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President Bergevin advised the membership that LMAC is
moving forward to obtain an association membership with
the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association so that LMAC can
develop an even stronger working relationship with CCA on
industry issues.
The LMAC Board of Directors made the recommendation that
Rick Wright be retained as the LMAC Administrator for the
upcoming year.
Moved by Larry Witzel, seconded by Mark Canart:
That Rick Wright be retained as the LMAC Administrator for the
next year.
Carried
President Bergevin advised the membership that there were
personnel changes to the LMAC Board of Directors for the
upcoming year.
Mark Canart of Canart Cattle Company replaced Peter Raffan
as Mountain Livestock Markets representative.
Craig Jacklin replaced Rob Bergevin as the Alberta Auction
Markets Association appointed representative.
Rob Bergevin will remain as President of LMAC until June of
2019.
Directors at Large are Craig Jacklin, Jim Abel and Brock Taylor.
He advised the membership that LMAC director-at-large Bryan
Danard had decided not to let his name stand for re-election
in 2018. With the changes in provincial appointments, this
opened floor for three director-at-large positions, two twoyear terms and one one-year term.
Nominations accepted from the membership in attendance
were Rick Wright, Jason Danard, Allan Munroe, Chance Martin,
and Ryan Hurlburt.
On the first ballot, Rick Wright was re-elected for a two-year
term. On the second ballot, Jason Danard was elected for a
two-year term. On the third ballot, Chance Martin was elected
to complete the one-year term vacated by Craig Jacklin’s
appointment by Alberta.
There was general discussion on industry issues that included
transportation, electronic logs, employee health and safety
and other common issues.
Brock Taylor moved that the meeting be adjourned at 12:10
P.M.
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Perlich Bros. Auction Market Ltd. has been serving the southern Alberta area since 1967.
We are a family owned auction company, with the 2nd & 3rd generation working together.
Many facets of the business remain the same; Regular cattle sales continue to be held every
Thursday, and we also conduct; Special Calf & Yearling Sales, Herd Dispersals, Bull Sales,
Pre-sort Sales Internet Sales, Horse Sales, Farm & Ranch Sales, Equipment & Machinery
Consignments, Land Auctions, Antique Sales, Hog Exports
Located 3 miles East of Lethbridge, Ab on Hwy # 3,
¼ mile South on the Broxburn Road

Call us Toll Free 1-855-737-2454 or 403-329-3101
www.perlich.com

Visit our website for all of our upcoming sales

LIVESTOCK MARKETS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

Semi- Annual Meeting

January 19, 2019 | Royal Executive Inn | Calgary, Alberta
In Attendance: Bob Miller, Jim Abel, Rob Bergevin, Chance
Martin, Craig Jacklin, Jason Danard, Rick Wright, Brock Taylor,
Scott Anderson, Kevin McArter, Larry Witzel.
Guests: Rhett Park representing the Independent Members
from Saskatchewan.
President Bergevin called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m.
local time, greeted the board of directors and established that
there was a quorum in attendance.
Each member was given a “meeting book” with all of the
details of the meeting and relevant information on the topics
to be discussed.
Motion: By Brock Taylor, seconded by Kevin McArter:
The agenda be accepted as presented and that any additional
business arising during the meeting be added to new
business.
Carried.
The minutes from the January 20, 2018 semi-annual board of
directors meeting were reviewed. Any topics for discussion
were already included in the agenda.
The directors reviewed the minutes for the May 10, 2018
Board of Directors meeting in Moosomin.
Motion: by Jason Danard, seconded by Rhett Parks:
That minutes for the May 10, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
be accepted as presented in the January 20, 2019 meeting
handbook. Carried
There were no items from the May 10, 2018, meeting that
were not on the January 20, 2019 meeting agenda.
The minutes from the May 13, 2018 LMAC annual meeting
were reviewed.
Motion by: Larry Witzel, seconded by Brock Taylor:
That the minutes of the May 13, 2018 meeting be approved as
presented in the meeting handbook. Carried
MEMBERSHIP:
The board discussed membership and membership fees.
President Bergevin reported that the LMAC delegation had
not met with LMS in person. Communication between the
two groups indicated that at the current time there was no

interest from LMS in rejoining LMAC. Rick Wright reported
that eight Saskatchewan auction markets had joined LMAC
as independent members. He also presented the board with
a request from the Jack Auction Group from Prince Albert to
join LMAC.
Motion by: Jason Danard, seconded by Brock Taylor:
That the Jack Auction Group from Prince Alberta be accepted
as an independent member of LMAC with an annual
membership fee of $500.00. Carried
Rhett Parks expressed concern that the independent
members from Saskatchewan did not have a voting delegate
on the LMAC Board. He was advised that there were two
options.
1. Have the independent members from Saskatchewan
form a new provincial organization and apply to LMAC for
recognition to have a seat on the board of directors.
2. Nominate one of the independent members for a
director-at-large position at the annual meeting and have
the membership vote.
The consensus of the LMAC Board of Directors is to have LMS
back as a member in good standing; until that time, LMAC will
accommodate any industry partners in Saskatchewan who
may wish to become members.
2018 CONVENTION, MOOSOMIN/WHITEWOOD
Rhett Parks reported on the 2018, convention. Detailed
Financial Statements were presented to the board in the
meeting handbook. The event was well attended, and local
sponsorship was strong. It was noted that the Manitoba
Livestock Marketing Association and a number of western
Manitoba vendors, as well as the independent LMAC members
in Saskatchewan, sponsored the event because of the lack of
support from the Livestock Marketers of Saskatchewan. There
were 34 auctioneers in the competition. The black box items
and auction items contributed greatly to the bottom line of
the event. President Bergevin thanked the Parks family, Chad
Kelly and Julia Meyerhans, along with the Whitewood staff,
for their leadership in offering to host the event and making
it a success.

LMAC 2018 ANNUAL REPORT
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There were some discussions about the convention. The food
was excellent; the hospitality room was well attended every
night, the ladies event was a great success. Corbitt Wall was
well received as a guest speaker. The tours were completely
booked. The conventioneers really liked the LMAC vests. The
convention profit was approximately $52,125.00 with a small
of number of accounts receivable.
Improvements to consider: There were minor inconveniences
having two host hotels, transportation to and from events
needed to be streamlined, better communication between
supply vendors and committee heads.
The board of directors agreed that LMAC should consider any
smaller markets that wish to host future events.
LMAC Financials:
The LMAC statement ending December 31, 2018 was
presented to the board of directors. Cash in the bank was
$137,644.01 with accounts payable at year-end of $22,827.00
Rick Wright reminded the board that many of the directors do
not submit expense claims for travelling to meetings, and if
they did, the membership fees would not cover the operating
costs. The profit sharing of the convention has allowed LMAC
to maintain its current membership fee structure.
Moved by Bob Miller, seconded by Brock Taylor:
That the 2018 LMAC financial statement be accepted as
presented in the meeting handbook and that the administrator
be authorized to pay the outstanding accounts. Carried
2019 BUDGET:
The administrator presented a budget for 2019. The budget
showed revenue of $41,800 including a $10,000 profit from the
2019 convention. Operating expenses are expected to increase
this year with a new website, and attendance at more industry
meetings, including Canadian Cattlemen’s Association,
National Farm Animal Council and LMA convention. Operating
expenses are expected to exceed $52,000.
Motion By Brock Taylor, Seconded by Kevin McArter: That the
2019 LMAC operating budget be accepted as presented in the
meeting handbook. Carried
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LMAC AUCTIONEERING CHAMPION GUIDELINES:
The topic of guidelines for the LMAC Auctioneering Champion
has been discussed at the previous two meetings. At the
request of the board, the administrator developed a blueprint
for LMAC Champions during their term as LMAC Champion.
The Board feels that the current Champion is an LMAC
representative in the media and public. As a representative
of LMAC, the Auctioneer will be required to agree with the
guidelines and act in the best interest of LMAC and industry
during his/her term.
LMAC 2018 ANNUAL REPORT

Motion by Chance Martin, seconded by Larry Witzel:
That the LMAC endorse the LMAC Auctioneering Champion
guidelines as presented in the meeting handbook, for the
2019 competition. The auctioneers will presented with the
guidelines at the auctioneers meeting prior to the competition.
Future champions will be required to agree to the Champion
guidelines prior to competing in the championships. The
guidelines will be reviewed at the 2020 semi-annual meeting.
Carried
2019 CONVENTION – THORSBY/LEDUC, ALBERTA
President Bergevin announced that the Thorsby Stockyards
Inc. in Alberta will host the 2019 convention and auctioneering
competition May 30, 31 and June 1, 2019. Chance Martin will
head the host committee.
Rick Wright reported that the Royal Executive Inn in Leduc has
been booked as the host venue.
The administrator was asked to contact Dr. Darrel Peel from
the University of Oklahoma and Rich Vesta from Harmony Beef
as guest speakers.
The administrator advised that tenders would be sent out
for convention services including; printing of reports and
programs, video production, photography and other annual
services.
It was decided to hold the Board of Directors meeting on
Thursday, May 30, at 9:30 a.m. There will be a directors’ supper
for directors and guests on Wednesday evening with a work
party to follow.
It was agreed to have Olson Silver from Alberta design and
create the Championship Buckles and Ten Money Clips.
The Auctioneer prizes were discussed and will remain the
same for 2019. There will be an Industry Champion named this
year.
The following were short listed to be judges at the 2019
competition:
Competition Judges: Ab Carroll, Ontario; Bruce Holmquist,
Saskatchewan; Marty Ward, Alberta, Ross Taylor, Manitoba;
Jason Danard, Alberta; Dean Edge, Alberta.
Alternates: Cory Sekura, Don Raffan, Jay Severson
Interview Judges: Ken Perlich, Alberta, Bob Miller, BC; Pat
Jacobson, Saskatchewan.
Alternates: Larry Witzel, Gene Parks, Lorraine Keppler
The National Sponsorship list was reviewed and divided
among the board members.

The Board of Directors agreed to leave the registration fee at
$250.00 per person for the convention.
It was agreed that the benefactor of this year’s convention
would be the Alberta Auction Markets Association. 50% of the
final profits of the convention will be directed to the Alberta
Association.
A meeting with the host committee, Chance Martin, Amanda
Thompson and LMAC convention committee members Rob
Bergevin, Brock Taylor, Rick Wright, and Craig Jacklin was held
prior to the board meeting to discuss logistics and details
for the convention. The host committee was given a list of
responsibilities and duties for the convention.
LMA:
Last year the LMAC had granted President Bergevin and
Administrator Wright funding for their expenses to attend
the 2018 LMA convention in Iowa. LMA representatives had
attended the 2017 and 2018 conventions. The board agreed
that LMAC should reopen dialogue with LMA on common
issues and industry changes. Dialogue with LMA had been
discontinued with LMA when LMA supported R-Calf on a
number of controversial issues. Neither Bergevin nor Wright
were able to attend LMA in 2018.
Motion by Brock Taylor, seconded by Larry Witzel:
That Rob Bergevin and Rick Wright be authorized to represent
LMAC at the LMA convention in Visalia, California June 5-8,
2019. Travel expenses and registration fees to be covered by
LMAC. Carried
CCIA:
LMAC representative Ken Perlich was unable to attend the
meeting but did provide a written report on CCIA activities.
Ken also presented the issue that there were a larger than
expectable number of cows arriving at feedlots that were
purchased at auctions without CCIA ear tags. CCIA was asking
that the markets be more vigilant in watching for missing
ear tags. The fear is that CFIA may start giving more AMPs to
auctions. After much discussion, the Board’s response is that
the responsibility of making sure that livestock are tagged is
that of the owner of the cattle. The majority of the auctions
are tagging stations, and arrangements can be made prior to
delivery for tag replacement.
Motion: Kevin McArter, Seconded by Jim Abel.
That the CCIA report provided by Ken Perlich be accepted as
presented in the meeting handbook. Carried
The topic of the Hall of Fame and the Memorial Honour
Roll was discussed. The concern was that the number of
nominations has been decreasing and if the membership is
no longer interested in these designations, the Board should
consider cancelling the program. The Board decided that LMAC
should continue with the program, and that it is important to

recognize those individuals who have paved the way for LMAC
and remember those industry partners who made high-level
contributions to the industry and LMAC.
2020 Convention:
The host for the 2020 convention was discussed. Rick Wright
reported that Manitoba would be ready to host, and Robin Hill
from Heartland Livestock in Virden had volunteered to host
with the backing of the MLMA. The convention will be based
in Brandon with the auctioneering competition in Virden. The
dates will be confirmed by May of 2019. They are looking at
one of the first two weeks in May.
Motion by Jason Danard, seconded by Chance Martin:
The LMAC approv the request from the Manitoba Livestock
Marketing Association and Heartland Livestock Virden to host
the 2020 convention. Carried
VERIFIED BEEF PLUS
Melissa Downing from the Alberta Verified Beef Program gave
a very interesting presentation to the Board of Directors.
She confirmed that cattle sold through auctions do not lose
their Verified Beef certification if they are from an auction mart.
She clarified that to qualify for the payouts, the cattle must be
born at, fed at, grazed at and harvested at a Verified Beef Plus
certified location. She stressed that it is the operations, not the
cattle, which are certified. The cattle are tracked using the CCIA
ear tag, and if during their life, the VBP chain is broken, then
that animal is not eligible for a payout. Last year, the quarterly
payouts were between $10.00 and $20.11 per head. Each of
the locations gets the payout (producer, feeder, grasser and
packer).
She addressed the concern that VBP had promoted JGL direct
sales over auction sales in 2018. She stated that JGL was the
only firm that contacted VBP about marketing VBP cattle. BIX
had contacted LMAC regarding special VBP calf sales, but the
individual members didn’t feel that there were enough VBP
calves to have special sales. Downing told the board that VBP
would promote VBP calves that were consigned to auctions.
All the market had to do was contact her and she would put
the consignments and auction location and date on the VBP
website. She also has a list of feedlots that are VBP and offered
to contact them with the consignment/sale information. She
told the group that McDonalds cannot get enough “sustainable
beef” to meet the demand. Currently, Cargill in High River is the
only packer that is VBP, but that she feels there are others in
the process of being certified. She mentioned that numbers
of herds being certified is increasing weekly as producers find
out more about the program.
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TRUSTBIX:
A delegation from BIX – Viewtrak, consisting of Ted Power,
Hubert Lau and Deb Wilson met with the Board to discuss
BIX and a funding opportunity partnership with LMAC. Deb
Wilson opened the presentation, explaining BIX’s part of the
Verified Beef Plus program. There was a short presentation
from Hubert on the future of BIX, which will soon be publicly
traded on the TSX under the name TRUSTBIX. The team
explained to the Board how the change will affect LMAC and
where TRUSTBIX hopes to position themselves in the cattle
information industry.
Ted Power informed the Board that TRUSTBIX had secured
$500,000.00 in federal funding to be used for new technology
development. They hoped to partner with LMAC to develop
software that would collect regulated data from the markets
and facilitate the movement of the information to CLTS. The
funding has to be matched by the developer, and we were
told that the development project needs to be in place and
approved by the Federal government prior to May 1, 2020.
TRUSTBIX wanted a letter of support from LMAC.
There was concern from the LMAC directors about having
the information funnelled through BIX and not going directly
from the markets to the CLTS. The Board was also concerned
that this funding might interfere with other industry funding
applications for traceability from LMAC members. It was
brought forward that not all LMAC members are Viewtrak
customers, and would an LMAC partnership with TRUSTBIX
influence competition among technology venders. The
presentation was very unclear on what benefits there would be
for LMAC. After a very long and detailed discussion, the Board
decided to table the TRUSTBIX request and hold a conference
call after a series of questions to TRUSTBIX had been answered.
CANADIAN CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Rick Wright, LMAC’s CCA representative, reported that LMAC’s
associate membership with the CCA was already paying off.
LMAC was invited to participate in a funding meeting with AAFC
and CCA in Ottawa in the fall. This was a preliminary meeting
to start the process on Traceability funding opportunities. The
meeting was also used to bring government up-to-date with
the differences in movement reporting across Canada.
Rick gave a presentation on behalf of the marketing sector at
the CCA semi-annual meeting held in conjunction with the
Beef Industry Conference in London, Ontario. He was part of
a panel with CCIA and CFIA. He expressed the concerns and
issues facing the marketing sector if individual scanning was
mandatory. He talked about the cost to industry of traceability,
including loss of value to producer because of additional shrink
on the cattle if they were forced to scan individual animals.
There was a very large crowd on hand. CCA fully supports
LMAC’s position on traceability.
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Wright stated that he had supplied CCA with some estimated
costs at the auction markets to implement group movement
reporting.
Motion by Kevin McArter, seconded by Chance Martin.
That Rick Wright attend the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
Meeting in Ottawa in March, 2019 as the LMAC representative
and any other necessary meetings with CCA on industry issues
that have an impact on LMAC’s membership. Carried

TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS:
The second printing of the new transport regulations are
ready to be published. The new regulations will be law as
of their release in the Canada Gazette 2. There will be a soft
enforcement and educational period for 1 year. There were a
record number of comments filed with CFIA during the 75day comment period. LMAC made a formal response to the
proposed regulations from the marketing sector. CFIA had
circulated to industry a summary of their interpretation of the
comments received. A full copy of the summary was included
in the meeting book.
Matt Bowman, a producer and director from the CCA, had
made a presentation to the minister of agriculture and the
standing committee on agriculture in Ottawa during the
comment period. CCA’s position on livestock transportation
lines up with those from LMAC.
Another topic that was discussed was the increasing use of
ELDs in the trucking industry and the new regulations that
affect the drivers of livestock trucks. The board reviewed the
proposals for livestock haulers in the USA and agreed that
LMAC should support for regulations that are in line with the
USA. The topic was deferred to the May, 2019 meeting.
TRACEABILITY:
The first edition of the new traceability regulations was
scheduled to be printed in the Canada Gazette in the first
quarter of 2019. Higher priority items in the government,
along with lobbying from CCA and LMAC, have delayed the
release.
CFIA has hinted that with the pending election in the fall of
2019, the first public release of the regulations in CG1 may not
happen until the spring of 2020. After the first printing there
will be a 75-day comment period for industry to make official
comments on the proposed regulations. Representatives
of CFIA have verbally told industry that the regulations for
the most part are following the recommendations from the
Cattle Implementation Plan. LMAC is a charter member of the
CIP plan and has had representation at the table since the
inception.

IGAC COMMITTEE:
Members of this committee recommended that the committee
be disbanded after a number of years in operation. Due to the
delay in the release of the proposed regulations in CG 1, the
federal government decided to keep the committee active.
This committee has representatives from all levels of both
federal and provincial governments, representatives from all
regulated species and national industry groups such as LMAC.
There is 50% funding available to attend this meeting.
Motion: Jim Abel, seconded by Craig Jacklin:
That Larry Witzel attend the IGAC meeting in Ottawa, Feb 1213 as the LMAC representative and that all costs not covered
by IGAC be covered by LMAC. Carried
The following committee member changes were made:
Convention and Auction Competition: remove P. Raffan,
replaced by C. Martin
Finance Committee: remove Bryan Danard – Replaced by Bob
Miller, Brock Taylor
Memorial Honour Roll: Remove Bryan Danard – Replaced by
Jason Danard
Electronic Sales: Remove Bryan Danard – Replaced by Jason
Danard
Communications: Remove Bryan Danard – Replaced by Jason
Danard
Labour: add Chance Martin
Canadian Cattlemen’s: Add Kevin McArter
IGAC was reactivated: Larry Witzel (alternate Rick Wright)
New Committees formed:
BIX – Rob Bergevin, Rick Wright, Brock Taylor, Jason Danard,
Larry Witzel, Chance Martin.
NFACC – Rob Bergevin, Chance Martin, Rick Wright, Kevin
McArter, Rhett Parks
A full list of committees and representatives will be available
in the Annual Report.
Motion by Jim Abel, seconded by Brock Taylor that the listed
changes to LMAC committees be approved. Carried
Appointment of Vice President:
There was discussion at the Board level as to who would be
the next Vice President of LMAC. The current Vice President
is eligible to move into the President’s chair at the June 2019
Annual Meeting. The board thought that the decision could
be deferred until the May 2019 Board meeting in Leduc.
National Farm Animal Health the Welfare Council:
LMAC was asked to participate in a meeting in Vancouver to
develop transport protocols for hauling and handling of bulls
and young dairy calves and other special classes of livestock
that are sold via auctions or privately. In the past, Steve Spratt

represented LMAC at a similar meeting for cull dairy cows.
LMAC’s input was used to develop the code for practice for
those animals. There is full funding from government for
three persons to attend the first meeting. The board was in
agreement that LMAC should be in attendance.
Motion by: Brock Taylor, seconded by Jason Danard:
That Larry Witzel, Craig Jacklin and Rick Wright attended the
NFAHWC meeting in Vancouver April 30 and May 1, as LMAC
representatives. Carried
NATIONAL FARM ANIMAL CARE COUNCIL: NAFCC
The NFACC requested LMAC to participate in the development
of a code of practice for livestock transport. In the past, NFACC
had contacted LMAC regarding a code of practice for auction
markets and buying stations. LMAC provided NFACC with our
good handling material and videos developed and used by
industry for training purposes. After receiving the information,
the NFACC decided that LMAC and industry were ahead of the
curve and decided not to pursue further guidelines at that
time.
Board members discussed confusion among many animal
welfare groups operating in Canada. There was also discussion
about overlap between the code of conduct and the new
proposed transport regulations. It was decided that LMAC
should be in attendance for these meetings.
Motion: by Rick Wright, Seconded by Larry Witzel:
That LMAC send Rob Bergevin to the NAFCC meetings as the
LMAC representative.
Furthermore, that a new committee be formed to assist Rob
Bergevin in representing LMAC in the development of a
code of practice for livestock transport. Furthermore, that the
committee include Rob Bergevin, Chance Martin, Rick Wright,
Kevin McArter and Rhett Parks. Carried
WEBSITE:
Rick Wright brought forth a proposal for a new LMAC website.
He stated that the current site is old and tired looking. Changes
to the website have to be made through Kevin Wideman in
Waterloo. We spend over $500 per year for Kevin to make
changes, but we do all of the background work. Changes
are not current and the quality of work after the changes is
sometimes questionable. Rick felt a self-administered site
would serve LMAC better. It would also give more up-todate information and create more exposure for LMAC, our
members, sponsors and industry partners. The board agreed
and authorized Rick Wright to find a vendor that is willing to
develop a new LMAC website.
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Motion by: Rick Wright, Seconded by Brock Taylor
That LMAC invest up to $5000.00 for a new website for LMAC
and that the new website be tied into our current Facebook
page and other social media to increase public awareness of
LMAC and its members. Carried
As part of the LMAC Public Awareness Campaign, the idea of
supplying members with new LMAC signage to display in the
their businesses was discussed. It has been over 20 years since
that Triangular LMAC signs were distributed to the members.
Motion: By Scott Anderson, Seconded by Craig Jacklin
That Rick Wright compile quotes and costs of developing new
LMAC membership signage for all members and report back
to the next LMAC meeting in May, 2019. Carried
REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATOR
The LMAC Administrator asked the LMAC Board of Directors to
review the Administrator position and duties. As an employee,
he feels that it is in the best interests of LMAC to have the
Board of Directors do an annual employee review. He asked
the board what improvements or additional duties they
would like to include in the upcoming year. He was looking
for guidance on ways to improve public awareness of LMAC,
membership benefits and ideas to improve LMAC as well as
any constructive criticism from the board. Wright excused
himself from the discussion for reasons of conflict of interest.
The Board decided to have a round table discussion in camera.
The Board came out of the in camera discussion. Wright was
asked to rejoin the meeting. President Bergevin advised Wright
that they are pleased with the many changes made by Wright
in the position of administrator. Bergevin said that the board
could not find any new duties for the new year. He expressed
that the board was very satisfied with the administrator’s
performance since taking over the position. A complete list of
the changes made are in the meeting handbook.
Motion by Larry Witzel, seconded by Chance Martin
That compensation package for the current LMAC administer
be increased to $24,000 per annum. Carried Unanimously
(Wright abstained from the vote)
Wright thanked the Board for the vote of confidence and
clarified that the request for a review was not a request for a
raise in compensation. He was merely asking for feedback on
his work for the board via a performance review.
The Board of Directors reviewed the two surveys sent to the
members and industry partners and the auctioneers regarding
the annual convention and competition.
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MEMBER SURVEY:
At the May 2018 meeting, the Board requested that the
administrator get feedback from the auctioneers regarding
the personal interview portion of the competition. Wright
reported that he had expanded the board’s request into two
ten-question online surveys.
The auctioneers’ survey was sent to all auctioneers who had
competed in the competition. Sixty-four auctioneers were
contacted, 20 of them being past champions. Forty responded,
including 28 who competed in 2018, six who did not and six
past champions.
Summary of the auctioneer’s survey:
53.5% agreed that the personal interview was a valuable
addition to the competition. 30% had no opinion. 17.5%
disagreed.
82.31% felt that the 20% value in the score was average or
above.
Should the interview score be carried forward to the final
score? 46.51% agreed. 13% had no opinion. 38.46% disagreed.
Was the casual private interview process acceptable? 65.79%
agreed. 28.95% had no opinion.
Were the questions fair to all contestants? 65% agreed. 27.5%
had no opinion.
Over 90% felt the three-person judging team was a satisfactory
system.
89.3% agreed having the LMAC annual report prior to the
competition helped them prepare. 10.7% did not.
83% said their decision to compete in future would not be
influenced if LMAC continued the personal interview. 15% said
it likely would be.
64.86% of the auctioneers who responded felt the personal
interview should be included in the 2019 competition.
MEMBER SURVEY: CONVENTION
This survey was sent to 184 people including LMAC Members,
Auctioneers, Past Champions, Guests and Sponsors. Eightynine responded, including 49 members, 18 auctioneers, 22
guests and sponsors.
Take-aways from the members’ survey:
Attendance at the convention: 64% usually 23% sometimes
and 13% rarely to never.
Timing of the convention (May): 50% found it desirable, 34%
somewhat desirable, 16% undesirable.
Top 6 rated activities at the convention:
Networking: 80%
Auctioneering Competition: 77.65%
Speakers: 75.29%
Tours: 49.5%

Business Meeting: 48.24%
Hospitality Room: 40%
New Product information: 27.6%
75% felt that the $250.00 per person registration fee was a
good or great deal. 22.73% fair deal, 2.27% too expensive.

With regards to social media, 78% open and read LMAC emails
and 75% have visited the LMAC Facebook page and website.
Only 20% share market information or industry information
on the LMAC Facebook page. 53% respond to information
requests from LMAC.

The top two speaker topic choices were: Regulatory Changes,
Market Forecasts, and the bottom two were workplace health
and safety and promotion of your business.

The LMAC Board of Directors decided to reconvene at the next
meeting on May 30, 2019 at 8:30 a.m. at the Royal Executive
Inn in Leduc, Alberta.

46.99% of respondents indicated that they would probably
not attend the convention if the auctioneers’ competition
were discontinued, 35.14% would probably still attend while
16.87% would definitely continue to attend.

There was no further business. Larry Witzel moved that
meeting be adjourned at 5.38 p.m.

A high majority of the respondents were aware that LMAC had
representation on the six listed organizations.

Financial Reports
LMAC 2018 BALANCE SHEET
LMAC DEC 31, 2018 BALANCE SHEET
INCOME
26171.99
FEES 2018
FEES 2017
4800.00
CONVENTION(A)
17556.80
36841.60
CONVENTION(B)

EXPENSES
PAYOUT 2017 CONV PROFIT

ADVERTISING/COMM.
CONVENTION(A)
BANK CHGS(WIRE)
AUCTIONEER CHAMPION AWARD

TOTAL
CONVENTION MONEY REC'D
NOT DEPOSITED

DIR EXP
DIR LIABILITY INSURANCE
2018 JAN MTG EXP
ADMINISTRATOR (2017)
OFFICE SUPPLIES

85370.39

9000.00

TOTAL
OPENING BALANCE JAN 1/18
INCOME
EXPENSES
BALANCE
DEC 31/18

26647.45
2176.45
9687.65
26.14
1023.75
2986.23
766.80
574.16
16000.00

5000.00
8000.00
6000.00
19000.00

O/S ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
2018 ADMINISTRATOR
JAN DIRECTORS MTG CALGARY
RW CCA MEETING LONDON
RW AAFC MEETING OTTAWA
RW 2019 CONV ORG-EDMONTON
OFFICE SUPPLIES
WEBSITE UPDATES

16000.00
2175.02
1622.60
1005.92
1160.65
278.00
585.00
22827.19

Expenses for 2018 paid in Jan. of 2019

59888.63 Calgary

$2175.00
London $1622.00
Ottawa
$1005.00
Edmonton $1160.00

112162.25
85370.39
59888.63
137644.01
ALBERTA
SPIRITWOOD -SK
ASSINIBOIA-SK
MAPLE CREEK-SK
SASKATOON-SK
NORTHERN L/S -SK
WHITEWOOD - SK
CHOPPER K -SK
MANITOBA
ONTARIO
B.C.
HARTFORD

REVENUE: ALBERTA membership fees
received after Jan. 1 for 2018 were an
additional $11,735.93 for total of
$16,863.00 in 2018.

Meeting Expenses:

2018 FEES REC'D
O/S ACCOUNTS REC
SK FEES(2015)
SK FEES(2016)
AB FEES (1/2 2018 EST.)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

6871.99
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
6500.00
4800.00
1500.00
3000.00

Outstanding 2018 accounts payable
– approved for payment at LMAC Board
Meeting May 30, 2019.
2018 Administrator’s salary $ 16,0000
Office Supplies - $272.50
Website Updates $585.00
Total $16,857.50

26171.99

NOTES:
CONVENTION(A) - INCOME & EXPENSES DIRECTLY PAID TO OR BY LMAC
CONVENTION(B) - ESTIMATED PROFIT PAID OUT TO LMAC BY WHITEWOOD
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Canadian
Cattlemen’s
Association
REPORT
CCA President David Haywood-Farmer

I am pleased to report to you
as President of the Canadian
Cattlemen’s Association (CCA).
The CCA’s continued focus on
trade and market access priorities are setting the stage for a
sustainable future for Canadian beef production.
The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for TransPacific Partnership (CPTPP) came into effect on December
30, 2018. Canada signed the Canada-U.S.-Mexico Agreement
(CUSMA) on November 30. Once ratified via the legislative
processes of the three countries, CUSMA will update,
modernize, and replace the North American Free Trade
Agreement. Despite some hoops, Canadian beef exports
to the EU continued to grow in volume and value as the
reciprocal two-way trade envisioned under the Canada – EU
Comprehensive and Economic Trade Agreement began to
take shape.
Imports of Canadian beef in Japan have gained in volume and
value since the CPTPP was implemented. On April 1, 2019 the
second round of tariff cuts came into effect, reducing tariffs
to 26.6 per cent on both Canadian fresh and frozen beef
with further cuts to continue over the next several years. On
December 30 tariffs were also reduced for a range of offal
products popular in Japan.
The CCA is closely monitoring the uptake of Canadian beef in
Japan under the CPTPP. With several factors at play, it will be
at least a year before a clear trend can be established. Also, in
late February, Japanese officials were in the advanced steps
of recommending eliminating the requirement that imported
beef be from cattle under 30 months of age – a development
that could be approved by mid-2019 thus expanding the
ability to export beef to Japan.
In the U.S., the release of the U.S. Trade International Trade
Commission’s (ITC) report analyzing the economic impact of
the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), as
the deal is called in the U.S., on the American economy. The
report is part of the U.S. domestic process towards eventual
ratification and implementation of the trade pact.
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Each of the three countries will commence its respective
legislative processes to ratify and implement the new
agreement. The new agreement will come into force the
first day of the third month of all countries completing their
respective ratification process. In Mexico, the process is straight
forward. Ratification and implementation remain complicated
in the U.S. and Canada.
CUSMA is still anticipated to come into force eventually.
CUSMA importantly preserves duty-free trade in live cattle
and beef and leaves key dispute settlement provisions intact;
the agreement excludes any reference to country of origin
labeling for meat or livestock. There is ongoing commitment
to address regulatory matters affecting cattle and beef trade
and to continuously improve the competitiveness of the North
American beef sector, all outcomes the CCA advocated for.
The CCA has connected with Agriculture and Agri-Food
Minister, Marie-Claude Bibeau, on several occasions since
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s cabinet shuffle in March. We are
pleased that the Minister is receptive to hearing our views on
matters of importance to Canada’s beef producers. In March
the Minister announced new funding of up to $31 million to
increase the number of detector dogs at Canadian airports to
help prevent illegally imported meat products from entering
Canada. The funding, part of Budget 2019, will safeguard
Canada against African Swine Fever and help address the ongoing risk of highly contagious diseases like Foot and Mouth
Disease entering Canada.
The CCA applauds the government for announcing a threeyear immigration pilot to bring in full-time, non-seasonal
agricultural workers that will include a pathway to permanent
residency. This development aligns with industry’s position on
augmenting the Canadian agriculture workforce with foreign
workers that have a pathway to permanent residency. We
encourage the government to implement this pilot at the
earliest opportunity.
CCA has shared industry’s leadership in sustainable production
along with the nutritional benefits of beef to human health
with Minister of Health Ginette Petitpas Taylor in conversations
about the Food Guide and Front of Package labelling. To
emphasize the need for Canadian health and nutritional policy
to be based on sound and consistent scientific evidence, the
CCA is creating a food policy committee and will continue
to work with the federal government on messaging going
forward to ensure Canadians understand the importance of a
balanced diet including beef.

The revised Transportation of Animals regulations were
published in Canada Gazette Part 2 in February 2019. The
regulations reduce the maximum time cattle will be allowed
to be in transit without feed and water to 36 hours from 48
hours (52 hours if animals are reaching their final destination),
and to 12 hours from 18 hours for ruminants too young to
be fed hay or grain. Changes to some definitions, rest stop
duration and transfer of responsibility requirements were part
of the package.
The CCA anticipates the revisions will likely increase stress
to cattle and opportunity for injury. This is mostly due to the
changes in regulations requiring more loading and unloading
for rest stops.
The CCA’s position is that any regulatory change needs to
be based on scientific evidence conducted under Canadian
conditions and wherever possible, use outcome-based
guidelines that focus on the animal. The CCA believes the
revised regulations are premature and incomplete. We will
be analyzing the revised regulations document in full and
will continue to engage the Government of Canada on our
concerns about the animal welfare implications of these
regulations before they come into effect in February 2020.
The CCA will continue to stress the importance of the
government reviewing the results of the pending research and
making adjustments as needed to ensure that the regulations
are aligned with the most robust and applicable research
available.
In May, CCA appeared before the Senate Committee on
Fisheries and Oceans to provide comments on Bill C-68, the
act to amend the Fisheries Act. Key among these efforts
was asking the Senate to remove a last-minute addition of a
greatly expanded definition of fish habitat in the Fisheries Act
that will make it nearly impossible for beef and agricultural
producers to be compliance with the Act, as part of suite of
recommendations regarding Bill C-68. Bill C-68 has been parked
at the Senate since December 2018, when it passed second
reading before being moved to the standing committee for
study. The CCA thanks the committee for granting its request
to appear before them to share the perspective of Canada’s
beef industry.

and reflects the Cattle Implementation Plan (CIP). CCA
continues to urge livestock operators to ensure they have
a valid Premises ID number and record it in the Canadian
Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) well in advance of the
final version of the proposed regulation, anticipated to be
implemented in 2019.
The Canadian Agriculture Partnership is a five-year, $3 billiondollar investment designed to bolster competitiveness,
growth and innovation in the Canadian agriculture and
agri-food sector. In addition to some changes to Business
Risk Management (BRM) programming, Federal, Provincial
and Territorial Agriculture Ministers have undertaken a
comprehensive review of BRM programming to investigate
the types of risks producers face and assess the effectiveness
that BRM programming has on growth and innovation in
the industry. CCA continues to explore these issues and has
identified key areas it intends to advance while engaging in
the BRM review this year, such as improvements to forage
insurance, AgriStability and expanding the availability of price
insurance beyond Western Canada.
The CCA remains in close contact with the CFIA as they
investigate a case of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) in a cow from
British Columbia. Although Canada enjoys bTB-free status,
isolated cases do occur. The case, detected in late October,
shows Canada’s surveillance system is working. The CCA is
communicating with CFIA on a regular basis and will update
members of any developments impacting Canada’s trade
status.
An updated National Beef Strategy covering the period
2020-2024 will be released in 2019. As chair of the Canadian
Beef Advisors, which provides oversight to the Strategy, I’m
confident both the progress captured in the recent status
update and direction of the strategy going forward will provide
producers with reason for ongoing optimism in the industry.

On traceability, the CFIA revised the anticipated date for
the publication of draft regulations pertaining to livestock
traceability in Part I of the Canada Gazette to spring 2019 from
fall 2018. We understand that there may be a further delay to
this date and await an official announcement confirming that.
The CCA will continue to work with CFIA to clarify definitions
that may appear in the regulatory text and ensure that
movement reporting upholds industry traceability principles
LMAC 2018 ANNUAL REPORT
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Board
of Directors
LMAC

LMAC MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
Strong Membership Makes a Difference!

The Livestock Markets Association of Canada’s board of
directors represents the livestock marketing industry
on a number of issues that support the sustainability of
our industry.
LMAC is made up of four appointed directors, one from each
province west of Quebec, with the exception of Saskatchewan,
and six directors-at-large elected by the membership at the
Annual General Meeting. The executive is appointed by the
recommendation of the board of directors, with approval
from the membership. The LMAC board of directors meets
in person twice a year and deals with committee meetings
and other issues on conference calls. Some of the board
members serve on external committees such as Canadian
Cattle Identification Agency, CCA and IGAC. LMAC is always
looking for new directors to fill the directors-at-large positions
on the board. If you are interested in serving the marketing
industry on the LMAC board, please contact Rob Bergevin or
Rick Wright about letting your name stand. This is an excellent
opportunity to work with and become one of the marketing
industry’s leaders. Be a leader not a follower. This year there
are three directors-at-large positions to be filled at the AGM on
Saturday morning.

SCOTT ANDERSON is the past president of LMAC. He is
a co-owner of Winnipeg Livestock Sales and the owner of
Anderson Livestock. Scott has been on the LMAC board
for the past nine years. Scott also order buys livestock for
the family business Anderson-Butler livestock. He has
been very active in the MLMA and has hosted the LMAC
convention three times. He is the Manitoba-appointed
delegate on the LMAC board. He is currently the MLMA
president.
LARRY WITZEL is the owner-operator of the Ontario
Livestock Exchange in Waterloo, Ontario. Larry has been
on the LMAC for over 20 years and is the appointed
delegate from Ontario on the LMAC Board. He has served
as both President of LMAC and OLAMA. He represents
LMAC on the IGAC committee, and also serves on the
CIP, Movement Reporting, Traceability, and Enforcement
and Compliance committees. Larry is also an LMAC past
president and has been inducted into the LMAC Hall of
Fame.
RICK WRIGHT is the longest serving LMAC Board
member having served on the LMAC board for over
25 years. He managed livestock markets for 29 years
and has been an order buyer for the past 10 years. Rick
is currently employed as an order buyer for Heartland
Order Buying Co. in Manitoba. In 2014, he took over the
Executive Administrator’s position at LMAC. He is also
the administrator of MLMA. Rick represents LMAC on a
number of committees including CCA. Rick is a directorat-large and a past president of LMAC.

ROB BERGEVIN – LMAC President. Rob is the coowner of Foothills Auctioneers Inc. in Stavely, Alberta. He
was Sirst elected to the Board of Directors as a directoratlarge. In 2014, he was appointed to the Board as the
Alberta representative, replacing Bob Perlich. He hosted
the 2013 LMAC convention in Stavely/Calgary. Rob has
participated in the LMAC auctioneering championship
many times. He is the Past President of the Alberta
Auction Markets Association.

CRAIG JACKLIN was elected as a director-at-large to
the LMAC Board in 2017. He is currently the president
of the Alberta Auction Markets Association. He works as
the operations manager for the VJV Marketing Group in
Alberta. VJV has markets in Ponoka, Rimbey, Westlock,
Beaver Lodge and Dawson Creek. He is originally from
Hanover, Ontario, and moved to Alberta 18 years ago to
work with VJV.

BROCK TAYLOR – LMAC Vice President has,
for the last 15 years, co-owned and operated Taylor
Auctions, Assembly and Exports in Melita, MB, a familyrun livestock business specializing in the testing of
export cattle. He has also taken over the family business
(Taylor Auction Service). He is the manager of Pipestone
Livestock Sales. He has been on the LMAC board for four
(4) years. He has served on the MLMA board for several
years and is currently Vice President. Brock is a LMAC
Director-at-Large.

JASON DANARD is a partner in the Calgary Stockyards
Strathmore Ltd., and is the managing partner in TEAM,
The Electronic Auction Market. He has worked in the
auction market business for over 20 years. The Calgary
Stockyards hosted the 2013 LMAC convention and has
been a member of LMAC since 2013. Jason was elected as
a director-at-large in 2018 and serves as the chair of
the LMAC finance committee and the Electronic Sales
committee.
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KEVIN McARTER is a director-at-large re-elected to the
LMAC board of directors in 2018. Kevin is employed as an
auctioneer at the Brussels Stockyards in Ontario. He also
feeds cattle and is very active in the community. He was
a key member on the host committee at the 2017 LMAC
convention at Grand Bend/Brussels.

LMAC

Policy on
Traceability
The Livestock Markets Association of Canada supports
traceability in principle, with the following caveats:

JIM ABEL is the Manager of the Stettler Auction Mart
in Stettler, Alberta. He is a past president of the Alberta
Auction Markets Association. Jim is a member of the Hall
of Fame committee. Jim has served three terms as director
on AAMA, one term as vice-president, one term as
president, two terms as director on LMAC, and one and a
half terms as president. He currently sits on the LIS board,
Alberta Beef Council as the AAMA representative. He has
represented AAMA and LMAC on many committees over
the past 15 years. He was re-elected to the LMAC Board
last year.

1. That traceability regulations do not negatively affect the
speed of commerce at auction markets, buying stations
and assembly yards.

CHANCE MARTIN A former LMAC Champion Auctioneer,
Chance is a co-owner of the Thorsby Stockyards Inc. in
Alberta. He has just completed his first year as a directorat-large. Chance and his partners are the hosts of the
2019 convention and auction competition. Chance sits
on the LMAC Labour Committee, Auction Competition
and Convention Committee. He has both judged and
performed master of ceremonies duties at the Canadian
Livestock Auctioneering Championships.

4. That implementation of traceability regulations does not
cause more handling of the livestock thus creating weight
loss, thus devaluing the livestock.

2. That the traceability regulations do not alter market
neutrality by giving one sector of the industry an
advantage or disadvantage over another, thus influencing
how producers market their livestock.
3. That the costs of implementing traceability do not
outweigh the benefits.

5. LMAC supports the use of “group movement documents
and group movement reporting” on all livestock delivered
to auction markets, buying stations and assembly yards.
LMAC does not support mandatory scanning and
reporting of individual animals that these sites.
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2018-19 LMAC

Membership List
ALBERTA – Alberta Auction
Markets Association

Canart Cattle Co.
Mark Canart · Kamloops, BC

Heartland Livestock Virden
Robin Hill · Virden, MB

D. H. Hickson Limited
Dave Denure · Campbellford, ON

Bow Slope Shipping Association
Lachie McKinnon · Brooks, AB

Fraser Valley Auctions (1983) Ltd.
Langley, BC

Heartland Order Buying Co.
Rick Wright · Virden, MB

Kawartha Lakes Co-operative
Auction Market Inc. · Woodville, ON

Calgary Stockyards Strathmore
Bryan Danard · Strathmore, AB

Miane Creek Livestock
Mike Nikolaisen · Armstrong, BC

Interlake Cattlemen’s Association
Kirk Keisman · Ashern, MB

Maplehill Auctions Ltd.
Chris Pletch · Hanover ON

Dryland Cattle Trading Corp.
Ian Goodbrand · Veteran, AB

Patterson Auction Mart
Connie Patterson · Dawson Creek,
BC

Killarney Auction Mart
Allan Munroe · Killarney, MB

Ontario Stockyards Inc.
Wayne Small · Cookstown, ON

McDowell Stock Farms
Darrell McDowell · Deleau, MB

Ontario Livestock Exchange Inc.
Larry Witzel · Waterloo, ON

McSherry Livestock Farms
Jeff McSherry · Teulon, MB

Ottawa Livestock Exchange
Steve Spratt · Greely, ON

Western Cattle Co. · Kamloops, BC

Montgomery Stock Farms
Keith Montgomery · Wapella, SK

Parks Livestock of Canada L.L.L.P.
John Nicholson · Milverton, ON

Western Marketing Solutions Aaron Canart · Kamloops, BC

Norman Anderson & Sons · Souris,
MB

Renfrew-Pontiac Livestock Ltd. ·
Codben, ON

Pipestone Livestock Sales
Rhett Parks · Pipestone MB

Vankleek Hill Livestock Exchange ·
Vankleek Hill, ON

Foothills Auctioneers Inc.
Rob Bergevin · Stavely, AB
Innisfail Auction Market
Danny Daines · Innisfail, AB
Medicine Hat Feeding Co.
Lyle Taylor · Medicine Hat, AB
Olds Auction Mart Ltd.
Dan Rosehill, Greg Sanderson ·
Olds, AB
Perlich Bros. Auction Market Ltd.
Bob Perlich · Lethbridge, AB
Picture Butte Auction Market
Erik Dunsbergen · Picture Butte, AB
Provost Livestock Exchange
Dean Lawes, Jerry Hewson ·
Provost, AB
S.A.L.E. – Fort MacLeod Auction
Allan Lively · Fort MacLeod, AB
Stettler Auction Mart
Gary Rairidan · Stettler, AB
Thorsby Auction Mart Ltd.
Chance Martin, Corey Lawrence,
Jeff Fritz · Thorsby, AB
VJV Rimbey - Henry Thalen –
Manager Dean Edge · Rimbey, AB
VJV Beaver Lodge Henry Thalen
– Peter Raffan Manager · Beaver
Lodge, AB

Valley Auction Ltd.
Don Raffan · Armstrong, BC
VJV, Dawson Creek, Henry Thalen,
Peter Raffan · Dawson Creek, BC

MANITOBA – Manitoba
Livestock Marketing
Association

SASKATCHEWAN – Independent
Livestock Market Members

3 K Holdings Ltd.
Darren Keown · Roblin, MB

P. Quintaine & Son -Jim Quintaine ·
Brandon, MB

007 Cattle Feeders
Clive & Anthony Bond · Elgin, MB

Prairie Livestock
Kirk Sinclair · Moosomin SK

Alert Agri Distributors Harvey &
Jackie Dann · West Saint Paul, MB

Ransom Cattle Co.
Gord Ransom · Boissevain, MB

Chopper K Auctions
Chad & Kim Levesque · Alameda
SK.

Anderson Livestock
Scott Anderson · Lorette,MB

Rockin U Feeders
Norm Unrau · Macgregor MB

Cowtown Livestock Exchange
Tyler Cronkhite · Maple Creek, SK

Bond Farms/AgLand
Dana Johns · Kenton, MB

Scott Bros. Livestock
Clair & AllanScott · Boissevain, MB

Ben Fox · Dauphin, MB

South East Livestock
Dave Penner · Winnipeg, MB

Jack Auction Group
Brennin Jack, Ben Odiorne · Prince
Albert, SK

Brad Martin Livestock
Brad Martin · Elkhorn, MB
Cattlex Ltd. - Ken and Andy Drake ·
Hamiota, MB

VJV Westlock Henry Thalen , Gary
Jarvis · Westlock, AB

DAM Cattle Buyer Ltd.
Doug Mowat · Neepawa MB

Vold, Jones & Vold Auction Co.
Ltd. Henry Thalen, Craig Jacklin ·
Ponoka, AB

Double J Livestock
Jay Jackson · Winnipeg, MB

VJV Dawson Creek – Henry Thalen,
Peter Raffan · Dawson Creek, BC

Penno Livestock
Cliff Penno · Rivers, MB

Fraser Auction Service Ltd. -Scott &
Lori Campbell · Brandon, MB
Gladstone Auction Mart Ltd.
Tara Fulton · Gladstone, MB

Ste. Rose Auction Mart
Myles Masson · Ste. Rose du Lac,
MB
Taylor Auctions - Ross and Brock
Taylor · Melita, MB
Tintern Feeders
Thomas Walsh · Bowsman, MB
TJ Livestock
Thor Jonasson · Oakview, MB
Winnipeg Livestock Sales
Scott Anderson · Winnipeg, MB

BRITISH COLUMBIA – Mountain
Livestock Markets Association

Grunthal Auction Market
Harold Unrau · Grunthal, MB

B.C. Livestock Producers Co-op
Shawn Carter · Okanagan Falls, BC

Hamiota Feedlot Ltd.
Larry Schweitzer · Hamiota, MB

B.C. Livestock Producers Co-op
Al Smith · Vanderhoof, BC

Harold Orr Livestock · Crystal City,
MB

Brussels Livestock
Mark Ferraro · Brussels, ON

B.C. Livestock Producers Co-op
Wade McNolty · Williams Lake, BC

Heartland Livestock Brandon Keith
Cleaver · Brandon, MB

Dave Carson Auctions
Dave Carson · Listowel, ON
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ONTARIO – Ontario Livestock
Auction Markets Association
Aylmer Stockyards Inc. · Aylmer, ON

Assiniboia Livestock Auction
Roy Rutledge · Assiniboia, SK

Meadow Lake Stockyards Ltd.
Brent Brooks · Meadow Lake, SK
Northern Livestock Sales
Brent Brooks · Prince Alberta/
Lloydminister SK.
Saskatoon Livestock Sales
Michael Fleury · Saskatoon, SK
Spiritwood Stockyards (1984) Ltd.
Brian Jacobson · Spiritwood, SK
Whitewood Livestock Sales
Rhett Parks · Whitewood, SK

CANADIAN

Beef Check Off Agency LMAC REPORT
HEINZ REIMER, CHAIR

The Canadian Beef CheckOff Agency (the Agency)
manages and administers the
Canadian Beef Cattle CheckOff, which is collected on
each head of cattle sold in
Canada. The provincial check-off also collected on each head,
is earmarked for provincially-focused advocacy, policy, trade,
research, market development and promotion initiatives,
while the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off is invested into
national research, market development and promotion
activities on behalf of all Canadian beef producers.
Last year, the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off revenue totaled
$7,701,203 on cattle marketed. This revenue was received
at $1.00 per marketed head in most provinces, except
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, who
collected $2.50 per head for at least part of the 2017/18 fiscal
year. Since then, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba and Quebec have also come online with a national
check-off increase to $2.50, and the Agency continues to
work closely with the provincial organizations to facilitate the
increase from a grassroots level.
Of the total check-off funds collected of cattle marketings
in the last fiscal year, 64 per cent was allocated to market
development and promotion, 18 per cent to research and 17
per cent was retained by the provincial cattle organizations
for regional marketing and research programs. Issues
management, recently renamed Public and Stakeholder
Engagement (PSE), continued as a pilot program last year
under the Agency, for a total of $95,239.
Canada Beef invests market development and promotion
dollars into Canadian beef branded programs both
domestically and in foreign markets. Last year, we saw the
Canadian beef brandmark adorn two of the best curling
teams in the world for 52+ televised games, downloads of
the Roundup App reach 26,000 consumers and the Canadian
Beef Centre of Excellence help generate over $400 million
in new Canadian beef business in it’s lifetime. In foreign

markets, Canada Beef drives loyalty and demand through
integrated marketing programs, educational cooking
classes, professional chef seminars and other Canadian Beef
Advantage experiences.
The Beef Cattle Research Council (BCRC) invests research
dollars in the industry’s research and development priorities,
and subsequently influences public sector investment in beef,
cattle and forage research. Their recent National Beef Quality
Audit determined the overall cost for carcass quality defects
is estimated at $84.49 for fed cattle, indicating an opportunity
for producers to realize additional value in their cattle through
production improvements. The BCRC also delivers the Verified
Beef Production Plus (VBP+) program, and currently has over
800 registered operations, and has trained more than 1,450
producers in the past two years.
The role of PSE is generally to focus on public trust matters, and
facilitate greater connectivity among industry stakeholders
in the public trust arena. The Beef Advocacy Canada (BAC)
training program has over 600 registered users, and is used
by PSE to train industry spokespeople, as well as providing a
platform for producers and other industry members to learn
more about industry’s “hot topics” and how to communicate
with the public effectively. PSE continues to provide industry
support around issues like Canada’s Food Guide, the EAT
Lancet report and more.
The Import Levy on beef and beef products imported into
Canada was also collected at a rate of $1.00 per head equivalent,
for a total of $947,730. These funds, net administration, are
allocated to Canada Beef for the sole purpose of generic beef
marketing such as nutrition marketing, recipe development
and culinary skills education.
We encourage you to visit cdnbeefcheckoff.ca for the latest
check-off news and to sign up for our monthly newsletter, The
Gatepost. Through these channels, our social media presence
@cdnbeefcheckoff and through our provincial and national
partners, the Agency will continue to provide measurement
and report on progress so the return on investment for the
Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off will be clear to producers
across Canada.
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Melissa Downing -Verified Beef Production Plus Coordinator - Alberta
www.verifiedbeef.ca
•
•

The Verified Beef Production Plus (VBP+) program is an
industry-developed training and certification program
which provides all Canadian beef producers, regardless of
production method, with the opportunity to be recognized
for their responsible practices. Our program has been gaining
momentum this past year, highlighted by the announcement
in August 2018 that we are now an accredited certification
body for the Canadian Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB).
Thanks to the efforts of the CRSB, Canada is the first country in
the world to have a label claim for Certified Sustainable Beef,
giving us an opportunity to stand out from our competitors
worldwide. Our newly acquired status as a CRSB certification
body means that all beef cattle operations who are fully
registered on the VBP+ program are now also recognized
as CRSB Certified Sustainable, allowing them to participate
in Certified Sustainable Beef value chains. In addition to
advancing the image of the industry and helping build public
trust, producers who participate in these value chains may be
eligible for financial rewards.
Auction marts play an integral role in our industry and we see
tremendous value in working with LMAC to achieve mutual
success. There are several ways in which auction marts are
connected to our program and associated value chains,
and we aim to provide clarity and support related to those
functions.
Certified Sustainable Eligibility:
• Beef operations are certified as a location; individual
animal eligibility is based on CCIA tag movements
through certified locations, tracked via associated CCIA/
CLTS accounts.
• Auction marts and transporters do not need to be VBP+/
Certified Sustainable for cattle to remain eligible;
certification is currently only for producers and processors.
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Processors are required to be audited as Certified
Sustainable in order for cattle to be eligible.
Cattle must be age verified and chain of custody validated
by a third-party provider.

Promotion:
• If you have cattle from a VBP+ operation listed (through
the ring or online), we can send the information to VBP+
feedlots and their buyers, providing specific marketing to
targeted customers. We can also share via our website and
social media, further promoting your market.
• Announcing VBP+ cattle as they sell through the ring is
gaining increasing recognition.
Due to our recent surge in growth, we expect a continued
increase in both demand and supply of VBP+ cattle this coming
year. We recognize that auction marts are a trusted source of
information amongst producers and we hope this provides
you with enough awareness of the VBP+ program and Certified
Sustainable Beef value chains that you can direct customers
to more information. We strongly value the relationship that
we are building with auction marts across Canada and the
willingness of LMAC to help coordinate communication of
these efforts. Your continued support is appreciated as we
work towards the common goal of a strong and viable beef
industry. Each province has a VBP+ coordinator, please contact
us if you have any questions, suggestions, or opportunities to
work together!

Canadian Cattle Identification
Agency LMAC REPORT
Anne Brunet-Burgess – General Manager
Ken Perlich – LMAC Representative

DairyTrace:
Canadian Dairy Network is preparing to assume the
responsible administrator role for the dairy sector in the near
future. The on-going flow of both beef and dairy livestock
data captured at intermediate or terminal sites is under review
with the common goal of reporting in the least disruptive
manner for regulated parties.

2019 CCIA Executive:
Pat Hayes, one of three representatives of Canadian
Cattlemen’s Association, was elected Chair of the Board of
Directors. Joining him on the Executive Committee are Lyle
Miller (Alberta Cattle Feeders Association) as Vice-Chair,
Howard Bekkering (Alberta Beef Producers) as Finance and
Audit Committee Chair, as well as Doug Sawyer (CCA) and
Ken Perlich (LMAC) as Executive members
Premises Identification (PID):
CCIA is investing resources to recruit PID’s that are being
issued by provincial governments to regulated parties across
Canada, as in most cases, the information is not shared
automatically. We urge all livestock markets to contact CCIA
and update their accounts by inputting your respective PID
number.
Ultra High Frequency Technology (UHF):
As UHF becomes an increasingly popular topic, CCIA is
conducting a literature review on a cross section of UHF
research projects already completed. The review will
provide key findings that are relevant to taking an informed
position on whether or not the technology is relevant and
implementable in Canada.
Research and Development Projects:
Funding has been approved for a cluster of projects revolving
around automated data capturing to meet movement
requirements. These projects will be led by CCIA and the
University of Calgary and may benefit from the participation
of some livestock markets. If your establishment is interested
in participating, please inform CCIA management.

Communications:
CCIA’s Communications department was restructured midyear for greater outreach. Under Patt Evans’ coordination,
the team now includes a Business Content Writer as
well as a portion of the National Field Services team. The
Communications team proudly launched the refreshed CCIA
website in September, alongside a much stronger social
media presence, a new approach to print advertising and a
new CCIA logo!
Tag and Tag Distribution:
The Tag Retention Project III focused on laboratory reports
supporting the quality and types of plastic and their
degradation properties to identify reasons for deterioration
and failing.
While CCIA still counts on over 760 tag dealers to make
tags available, retailing through the webstore gained some
popularity in 2018. The webstore offers all breed tags
(including Angus as of early 2019), all brands of generic tags
and tag readers.
Proposed Regulatory Amendments:
CFIA informed us in March 2019 of the Minister’s decision
not to bring the proposed regulatory amendment (Part XV
of the Health of Animals Regulations) to the attention of the
cabinet under the current legislation. The federal government
and provinces have reiterated the importance of moving this
file forward, and building on efforts made by provinces and
industry. Concerns from industry associations remain about
program design; a perceived lack of value proposition, and;
implementation costs associated with the proposal. The new
timeline is moving to a winter/spring 2020 date.
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ARE WE MAKING THE RIGHT TRANSPORT DECISIONS?
LEAD RESEARCHERS:
Dr. Karen Schwartzkopf-Genswein (Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada); Dr. Melissa Moggy (Alberta Farm Animal Care)
COLLABORATORS:
Dr. Claire Windeyer (University of Calgary), Natalie Diether
(Alberta Farm Animal Care), Courtney Heuston (MSc. student,
University of Saskatchewan)
BACKGROUND:
Transport is a very visible portion of our industry. It is often
the only portion of beef production practices that the general
public is exposed to, and as such, garners a great deal of
attention. Ensuring that cattle arrive to their destination in
good condition is very important to producers, transporters,
and the public.
As most beef cattle are transported several times during
their lives, decisions regarding the fitness of animals to be
transported must be made before the animal is loaded.
Previous research indicated that over 99.9% of short (4 hours
or less) and long (4 hours or more) haul cattle arrived at their
destination with no serious problems.
However, despite sporadic anecdotal reports, scientific
information regarding the prevalence of cattle arriving at
auction markets and abattoirs in less than desirable condition is
lacking. This project was designed to provide the industry, and
individual producers, with credible information regarding the
condition of animals arriving at different transport destinations
in order to improve on any areas found to be lacking.
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The new Regulations Amending the Health of Animals
Regulations outlines the conditions that inspectors would
render an animal compromised or unfit for transport. Unfit
animals are prohibited by law from being transported except
by veterinary order to receive care. Compromised animals may
be transported to the nearest location to receive veterinary
care or be humanely slaughtered, and are prohibited from
being transported to auction for sale.
Objectives: The objectives of this study were to:
1. Assess the number of beef and dairy cattle arriving at
auctions and abattoirs in a compromised or unfit
condition and to characterize which conditions are most
prevalent
2. Identify risk factors associated with the arrival of
compromised and unfit cattle
3. Catalogue the outcome of compromised and unfit
animals arriving at Alberta auction markets and abattoirs
What they did: An initial pilot phase was conducted to
test the evaluation criteria for determining compromised or
unfit conditions, measure observer reliability, and determine
logistics. Then, over a one-year period, using a specific set of
criteria, trained observers monitored the condition of cattle
arriving to auction markets, provincial abattoirs, and one
federal abattoir. Participation by the auctions and abattoirs was
voluntary, but eight out of 22 Alberta auction markets, 10 out
of 43 provincial abattoirs, and one out of three federal abattoirs
participated. Data on cattle type, age, sex, and condition were
collected, along with weather, trip distance, trailer type, group
size and market prices. Auctions and abattoirs were stratified
both on size and geography to ensure a representative sample.
Each auction market was visited six times over the year, while
abattoirs were visited nine times. Approximately 70% of the
cattle observed were feeders or fats, with 30% being mature
cattle for a total of over 9,600 beef and dairy cattle observed
at all locations.

What they learned: The total proportion of cattle arriving in
fit condition at auction was 96.8%, which rose to 98.2% at the
federal abattoir, and decreased to 79.3% at provincial abattoirs.
Compromised and unfit cattle accounted for 3% and 0.2% of
those arriving at auction, 18.1% and 2.5% at provincial abattoirs,
and 1.8% and 0.1% at the federal abattoir, respectively. These
numbers are encouraging, as they demonstrate the vast
majority of compromised animals are being transported
directly to slaughter instead of ending up for sale at auction.
There were differences between mature and feeder or fat cattle
with a higher proportion of mature beef animals considered
compromised or unfit at auction (0.47% feeder/fat vs. 9.8%
mature). This fits in with the previous research on transport.
We know that cull cows are at a greater risk of becoming
compromised during transport than other classes of cattle.

Decisions regarding transport need to be made objectively.
“She’s not that lame” can turn into something much more
serious very easily over hundreds of miles or extra time waiting
at an auction or abattoir holding pen. Everyone has a camera,
and you wouldn’t want your animal on the six o’clock news.
Use this decision tree to help make the right choice.
Here are factsheets developed by Alberta Farm Animal Care on
the most common compromised or unfit conditions observed
during this project.
This project was also supported by Alberta Farm Animal Care,
Alberta Milk, the Alberta Cattle Feeders’ Association, and
Growing Forward 2.

The most common conditions observed in compromised
or unfit beef cattle arriving at auction included moderate
lameness (3.8%), heavy lactation (3.6%), and thin with a body
condition score less than 2 (3.4%). Another 3.7% of beef cattle
demonstrated indications of pain such as teeth grinding. Of
these, approximately 60% of the mature animals demonstrated
multiple conditions, compared to 40% of the feeder/fed beef
cattle. For bulls specifically, 3.8% observed at auction had
acute penis injuries.
While the numbers of compromised and unfit beef cattle
arriving at auction markets was small overall, the majority
(172) of the compromised cattle were sold, with three sent
for salvage slaughter. Thirteen unfit animals went through
the ring, with one animal refused at arrival and one animal
returned to the owner.
Similarly, the number of unfit cattle arriving at provincial and
federal abattoirs is small (31), but is still concerning, as these
animals should not have been transported anywhere unless
by veterinarian order for treatment.
The odds of cattle arriving in a compromised or unfit condition
increased with group size, final location (southern vs. northern
Alberta), warmer temperatures, and the previous week’s
market price.
What it means: The majority of beef cattle transported
within Alberta are in compliance with transport regulations,
and arriving in good condition. Compromised cattle are being
shipped to local abattoirs, which is the appropriate location.
Animals destined for auction need to be identified prior to
body condition loss or any signs of lameness, and recently
calved cows should be dried off. Auction staff should be aware
of compromised and unfit conditions to ensure the animals
are not sold and transported further. While small, the number
of unfit animals arriving at abattoirs could be decreased
via emergency salvage slaughter on farm or more timely
euthanasia.
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LMAC

Memorial Honour Roll

The Livestock Markets Association Canada has introduced the “Memorial Honour Roll”. The idea is to recognize persons in the livestock
marketing industry who were influential in and have left a positive mark on the marketing sector. These nominees have passed on, but
LMAC feels that it is important to recognize their contributions to the industry they dedicated their lives to. They were leaders in the
industry and have been nominated to the Honour Roll by their Provincial Associations or LMAC.
Leonard Patterson
Patterson’s Auction Mart
Dawson Creek, BC

John Milne
LMAC Secretary
Lethbridge, AB

Terry Schetzsle
Dryland Cattle Trading Corp.
Veteran, AB

Jim Raffan
Livestock Dealer
Kamloops, BC

Sheldon Nicholson
Heartland Livestock Services
Yorkton, SK

Bert Lesage
Order Buyer
Notre Dame de Lourdes

Pete Gregory
Union Stockyards
Winnipeg, MB

Stewart “Bud” Brown
Melbourne Stockyards
Melbourne, ON

2019 INDUCTEES
Al Campbell
Hartford Insurance
Winnipeg, MB
Charlie McKay
Stettler Auction Mart
Stettler, AB
Carl F. Hickson
Hoards Station Sale Barn/Lindsay Sale Barn,
Lindsay, ON
Carl “Slim” Dorin
Cattle Buyer
Kamloops, BC

Bruce McCall
Brussels Stockyards
Brussels, ON

LMAC

Hall of Fame Inductees

2010
RALPH VOLD
ALBERTA

2013
JIM WIDEMAN
ONTARIO

2016
MIKE FLEURY
SASKATCHEWAN

2011
ROY RUTLEDGE
SASKATCHEWAN

2014
RICK WRIGHT
MANITOBA

2017
BLAIR VOLD
ALBERTA

2012
KEN HURLBURT
ALBERTA

2015
LARRY WITZEL
ONTARIO

2018
GENE PARKS
MANITOBA

ViewTrak:
The Livestock
Information
Leader
ViewTrak became the Livestock Information Technology
leader through the development of hardware and software
solutions to serve all sectors of the livestock industry. Over
the years, ViewTrak has developed, acquired, or partnered with, existing and emerging technologies and companies
to develop, collect and utilize information, to enable food supply chain stakeholders to capture data and provide
value far beyond what has been historically available.
Whether working with ranchers, auction markets, feedlots, packers and processors, or governments, the ViewTrak
Team of dedicated individuals share a deep commitment to creating tools that help the livestock industry achieve
higher values and increased profitability.
Visit with Ted Power, Hubert Lau and Deb Wilson at the Convention
Visit with Ted Power at the convention to learn more!
to learn more!
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2019 Canadian Livestock
Auctioneer Championship Trailer

Brooks, AB

The 2019 Canadian champion will receive a full one-year use of a 2019 24’ Gooseneck EBY
Maverick Dakota Edition (completely loaded) all Aluminum Gooseneck Livestock Trailer, retail
of over $30,000.00. The trailer will come fully equipped for farm and ranch use and logo’d with
the Champion’s name and status as well as sponsor information.
The trailer must be insured with all perils at new replacement cost coverage in the champion’s
name, showing T Down Trailers Ltd. as the payee and plated in the Champion’s name in their
respective province showing T Down Trailers Ltd. as the lessor. The champion will be responsible
for these two costs. A written contract will be signed at the convention agreeing to the terms
and conditions, and arrangements will be made to deliver the trailer.
At the end of the one-year term the Champion will agree to return the trailer to a designated
EBY dealership in clean
condition with the normal
wear and tear, or will have
the first option to purchase
the unit at a reduced rate
from T-Down Trailers Ltd.
financing, a lease to own
arrangement can be negotiated on request from the winner. If the winner wishes to upgrade
the trailer to a different unit, with the intention of keeping the unit in the future, he may do so
by paying for the upgrades at the beginning of the term and realizing the discount at the end
of one year.
Ross W. Annett T Down Trailer Sales
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Dryland Cattle has regular sales on Thursdays. We host
specialty calf sales in the fall. Throughout the year we offer
bred Cow/Heifer, Cow/Calf and Bull sales. We provide over
180 feed and waters pens. We take pride in our processing
facility; we will brand, vaccinate and provide any other
processing needs you may have.
Dryland Cattle is very proud of our knowledgeable and
diligent staff.

Silver SPONSORS
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Gold SPONSORS
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Diamond SPONSORS

Platinum SPONSORS

Brooks, AB

